Introduction To Criminal Justice: Systems, Diversity, And Change
Introduction to Criminal Justice: Systems, Diversity, and Change offers a brief, accessible approach to Criminal Justice with comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of all aspects of the criminal justice system in 14 succinct chapters. Using four running cases that appear in each chapter, authors Callie Marie Rennison and Mary Dodge give students real-life examples of the pathways and outcomes of criminal behavior and victimization. Designed to enhance the interconnectivity within the criminal justice system, each case study provides concrete examples of events, concepts, and terms. Additionally, coverage of unique topics such as ethics, policy, gender, victimization, and white-collar crime are included throughout the text. Offered both in print and Interactive eBook editions, this text provides flexibility for different modes of instruction and appeals to students of all learning styles.
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Customer Reviews
"Rennison and Dodge should be commended for writing a parsimonious introductory book tailored to the typical undergraduate student. The authors are able to connect the many components of the criminal justice system by interweaving the same four real life examples throughout the book."--Brandon L. Bang
"I overall enjoyed reading this text. It was well organized and well written. The updated trend information is something that has been needed in an Introduction to Criminal Justice text for some time."--Jennifer Riggs
"Very easy to adapt for online courses...Addresses multiple learning styles through multimedia approach"--Danielle McDonald
"Good comprehensive overview of the subjects and the personal stories made the text more interesting to read"--Jason
"Rennison and Dodge should be commended for writing a parsimonious introductory book tailored to the typical undergraduate student. The authors are able to connect the many components of the criminal justice system by interweaving the same four real life examples throughout the book." (Brandon L. Bang)

"I overall enjoyed reading this text. It was well organized and well written. The updated trend information is something that has been needed in an Introduction to Criminal Justice text for some time." (Jennifer Riggs)

"Very easy to adapt for online courses. Addresses multiple learning styles through multimedia approach." (Danielle McDonald)

"A strong text book to be used in an introduction to criminal justice course. I truly enjoyed the writing style and liked the victimization twist it portrays" (Katie L. Swope)

"I really enjoy the book. It's easy to follow and the case studies are great as well." (Megan Miner)

Pretty good book for a textbook. Great explanation of the history of criminal justice; and the case studies are interesting though there is some noticeable positive bias toward one of the case study subjects on the part of one of the authors. Worth the money however.

Came right as expected and in fair condition!

This was reasonably priced for a textbook
I am a Criminal Justice professor in Boston. This is a great book!!!

Great.

worked well for my class

Good for what I needed

It was just as expected and way cheaper than the ones in the bookstore at my college. :)
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